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IT'S COVID AND BIO-NANO-CHEMICAL-WEAPONS SHOTS FOREVER!... MUST SEE VIDEOS!... 
 

1) DECLASSIFIED: US Government Sprayed American Cities With Deadly Chemicals 
and Radioactive Particles, Killing Millions! 
 

“This is a mad scientist eugenics cult that has been in control of our main universities and in control of the 
leadership of the intelligence agencies & shadow government at least since 1947,” said Jones during Monday’s 
broadcast as he was unloading on the perpetrators of these declassified atrocities. “They believe there are too 
many people and they want to be able to play God and do these tests everywhere to have larger and larger 
teams of people that work for the system who will then go out and carry out these lethal and murderous 
operations against the people so they have a larger army in the future that’s been compromised that they can 
trust.” 
 

2) America Wakes Up To The U.S. Pentagon "Defense" Department's DARPA 
Experimental Bio-Weapons Depopulation Onslaught against the American People 
and the World! 
 

The nano attack strategy on an unsuspecting humanity into their neural and nervous systems has been 
underway in the rooms of Universities and Pentagon seminars for decades. 
 

Uncovered clips of U.S. Defense Department DARPA scientist Dr. James Giordano reveal the synthesis of DNA 
manipulation and the rollout of the Covid vaccine that is set to begin in a weeks time. 
 

3) Pentagon Announces Plan to Implant Americans with Nanotech Particles as the 
technologies of tomorrow are being tested on the masses. 
 

An alarming lecture on the military applications of neurotechnology and how nano-particulate smart dust can be 
“scattered” to cause stroke epidemics has gone viral where it has not been censored. 
 

4) Dr. Peter McCullough's Speech at the European Parliament about the dangers 
posed by virtually ALL of the Covid-19 'Vaccines' and the massive documented 
damage being caused by many of the unsuspecting people who have taken them. 
 

Dr. Peter McCullough delivered a speech to the European Union Parliament on September 13, 2023, in a 
session dedicated to the World Health Organization and Pandemic response. There were four attorneys and five 
scientists who made presentations. Dr. McCulllough's speech was organized around three main concepts: 
 

5) ARTICLE:  Bombshell: Toxicologist Warns Covid Jabs ‘Contaminated Dangerous 
Lethal Products,’ Contain SV40 Sequences Like Cancer-Causing Polio Shots 
 

Dr. Janci Lindsay told South Carolina legislators Covid jabs contaminated with DNA and plasmids that contain 
SV40 sequences that can cause cancer. 
 

'I personally feel that this is intentional. I believe that there is nefarious intent.' 
 

6) ARTICLE: The Death of Informed Consent 
 

COVID exposed the murderous ugliness running rampant in the medical industry. The stories will send a chill 
down your spine. 
 

Informed consent died a grotesque death in the hospitals during COVID, and we need an autopsy. There was 
no information, and there was no consent, and without them, patients are reduced to helpless victims, exploited 
for corrupt financial gain and immoral experiments. 
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7) ARTICLE:  Yes, You Are Being Manipulated 
 

Not only did the US government (HHS) have a huge campaign to program our minds during COVID to increase 
uptake of the “vaccine;” they are now planning how to use “Digital outreach” for non-pandemic purposes. 
 

The administrative state will not give up easily; they are only going to increase their use of these behavioral 
modification tools, propaganda, and censorship. 
 

8) Professor Michel Chossudovsky from GlobalResearch.ca warns about Global 
THERMO-NUCLEAR WAR, STAGED PANDEMICS, and the POISONED BIO-NANO-
TECH SHOTS 
 

9) Breaking! 20 Million People Killed Globally By Covid Vaccines & 2.2 Billion 
Seriously Hurt 
 

A report by Alex Jones breaking down a video from Dr. Roger Hodkinson explaining how the Covid vaccine 
killed 20 Million people globally. 
 

10) New E.U. Statistics Prove Covid Vaccine Has Killed Millions, Warns Dr. John 
Campbell 
 

Alex Jones is joined by Dr. John Campbell to discuss the latest statistics out of the EU showing that 
experimental COVID shot has killed many more millions of people than previously thought. 
 

11) Report: Nearly 120,000 young adults, children died from COVID shots 
 

Revelation found in secret document from Centers for Disease Control 
 

A new report reveals that a secret Centers for Disease Control document confirms that nearly 120,000 children 
and young adults died "due to the COVID-19 vaccine's dangerous side effects." 
 

12) FDA caught covering up COVID shot deaths amid soaring heart attacks 
 

Stonewalling medical information requests from investigators 
 

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has been caught covering up the number of people who have 
died from Covid vaccines as the number of Americans suffering heart attacks soars to unprecedented levels. 
 

. . . DO NOT COMPLY!! . . . 
 
 

SEE WHAT THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW!... 
SEE AND HEAR IT ALL HERE AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!... 
https://www.GlobalFreedomTV.com/#bio-nano-attack 
 

(JOIN THE FIGHT FOR OUR MUTUAL SURVIVAL AND PASS THIS INFORMATION ON!) 
 
 
The Great Global Freedom Awakening Is Here! 
SEE WHAT THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW!!.... 
www.GlobalFreedomTV.com 
www.GlobalFreedom.TV 


